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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this research study was to investigate the factors affecting product 
diversification in the soft drink industry in Kenya, with specific reference to Kevian 
Kenya Limited. The specific objectives were: To determine the effect of operational 
cost on product diversification in the soft drink industry in Kenya. To assess if 
customer preference influence product diversification in the soft drink industry in 
Kenya. To find out how manufacturing strategy affect product diversification in the 
soft drink industry in Kenya. To find out how target market influence product 
diversification in the soft drink industry in Kenya. The beneficiaries of the study will 
bethe management of Kevian Kenya Limited, other researchers and suppliers of the 
soft drink. The target population of the study was 147 of the employee at Kevian 
Kenya Limited. The sampling technique to be used was stratified random sampling. 
Secondary and primary data was collected using a self administered questionnaire. 
The questionnaire was piloted in order to check for validity and reliability. 
Questionnaires was administered through drop and pick method. The data collected 
was analyzed using various statistical tools and instruments correlation.Majority of 
the respondents were in agreement operational cost influences product diversification 
in the soft drink industry in Kenya. From the findings majority of respondents that 
customer preference has an influence on product diversification in the soft drink 
industry in Kenya. The analysis shows most of respondents were in agreement that 
manufacturing strategy has a great effect on the product diversification in the soft 
drink industry in Kenya. From the findings majority of the respondents agreed that 
target market has an influence on product diversification in the soft drink industry in 
Kenya. The research recommends that management should not only do a production 
cost analysis but also include the risk and should try its best to cut down its 
operational cost in the product specification. Therefore the management of Kevian 
Kenya Company should come up with a manufacturing strategy that is flexible and 
that can be changes easily to conform to new specifications of the products it 
manufactures. Based on the customer preferences the company should be able to 
come up this product specifications of their product based on the teaste of its customer 
and there is a need for the company to conduct a research to understand what its 
customer need and desire. the company’s target market should be segmented based 
on their buying power and taste and products manufactured based on the 
specifications on each segment to improve customer satisfaction 
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OPERATIONAL DEFINITION OF TERMS 
Operational cost Is the value of money that has been used up to provide 
some thing, and hence is not available to be used 
anymore. In business, the value may be one among 
acquisition, in which case the amount of money 
expended to collect it's miles counted as cost. In this 
situation, money is the input this is long gone to be able 
to acquire the factor. 
Customer Preference Patron desire is a trendy time period carried out to all 
aspects of advertising services and products. This isn't 
to be harassed with the extra-unique term brand desire, 
which relates to purchasers preferring one emblem over 
competing brands. If one logo is unavailable, purchasers 
will probable pick some other emblem to fill the gap 
Manufacturing strategy   Manufacturing is the production of merchandise to be 
used or sale the use of labour and machines, tools, 
chemical and biological processing, or system. The term 
may also refer to a variety of human hobby, from 
handicraft to excessive tech, but is most commonly 
carried out to commercial manufacturing, in which 
uncooked materials are converted into completed goods 
on a large scale. 
Target Market A target market for a given company can be defined as 
a select group of consumers or people that 
manufacturers or companies target for sales or when a 
company or business directs it’s advertising to a certain 
type of consumer. In most case those targeted show a 
strong affinity towards the company product or a 
particular brand. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
1.0 Introduction 
This chapter comprised of the background of the study, statement of the problem 
which was the main focus of the study and the objectives behind it. It also entails 
research questions, justification of the study and the scope of the study. 
1.1 Background of the Study 
Nowadays’s marketplace vicinity is defined as the “age of variety” wherein clients 
demand and get incredible range in the goods and services they buy. As an instance 
there are 300 extraordinary forms of cars and light trucks, 400 manufacturers of soft 
drinks, and 21, 000 products in the average supermarket David and Albert (2006). 
Different corporations of purchasers showcase special units of purchasing 
expectancies known as market segments. A tender beverage groups can view the 
entire patron marketplace as being made of a collection of segments, every one 
representing a wonderful and separate set of purchaser expectations, davidson (2010). 
There are 3 kinds of diversification: concentric, horizontal, and conglomerate. 
Concentric diversification approach is applied in which there are a technological 
similarity between the industries, which means that that the company is capable of 
leverage its technical knowhow to advantage a few benefit (bunker and wakefield, 
2006). Horizontal diversification is in which a agency provides new services or 
products which might be regularly technologically or commercially unrelated to 
modern-day products however which could enchantment to modern-day customers. In 
the end, conglomerate diversification approach is wherein a company markets new 
products or services that don't have any technological or commercial synergies with 
modern-day products but that can attraction to new companies of clients (Andreas, 
2009). 
There are many distinctive modes of variations, they include; franchising, licensing, 
acquisition and mergers, commonplace inventory, preferred inventory, bond and 
contact- choice. The risk and return for every mode is extraordinary. Mix them so that 
one gets maximum return with minimum risk. The company knows the overall 
performance index of other companies in same line of enterprise and marketplace 
index of all feasible capability markets. Diversification is one a few of the maximum 
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difficult choices for a organisation. In line with Lippitti (2013), when approach fails 
to reap anticipated outcomes it is often due to the fact the strategy execution was 
wrong. The failure to execute is a first-rate issue of executives because it limits 
organizational increase, adaptability, and competitiveness. Lippitti (2013) argues that 
inside the ruinitiatives. Shortcuts along with repackaging current projects which 
appear to support the new method can't paintings because at the same time as strategic 
plans can be copied, elements to be considered cannot be duplicated. Adoption ought 
to deal with the intangibles of go useful integration, praise structures, and cultures as 
well as the tangibles captured in most making plans documents. For plenty firms, fake 
starts off evolved, delays and confusion characterize implementation. It's miles 
against this heritage that the observe seeks to set up the factors considered by using 
safaricom in adopting diversification strategies. 
Though diversification into new markets and production regions can be an interesting 
and profitable step for business proprietors, consultants caution them to "appearance 
before they soar.” as entrepreneur steven (2012) remarked, when supplied with 
opportunities to diversify, the factors to be considered are first of all monetary fitness; 
enterprise proprietors have to undertake a complete and clinical evaluation in their gift 
financial status and destiny possibilities earlier than expanding a commercial 
enterprise into a new vicinity. Secondly, the cost of entry has to be considered, that is 
carefully related to a commercial enterprise's examination of its fundamental 
monetary fitness. Diversification, whether via licensing or acquisition, commonly 
calls for monetary outlays of significant length. Does your business enterprise have 
the way to fulfill the ones requirements whilst simultaneously retaining the present 
enterprise running smoothly (steven and marks, 2012)? 
The volume to which Kenyan manufacturers spend money on product diversification, 
studies and development (pdr&d) is a key determinant of their competitiveness, as 
pdr&d drives commercialization, export possibilities and boom. In 2008, the Kenyan 
manufacturing quarter invested close to $nine billion in pdr&d pastime to hyperlink 
thoughts and concepts to the creation of latest and advanced merchandise. The pdr&d 
method is a cycle of non-stop development over time with iterative remarks and 
recurring input from improvement team participants in addition to executives, income 
and advertising and marketing agencies, and production groups. The system entails 
four ranges: product concept technology; product selection; product development; and 
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launch. To begin the pdr&d system, producers generate product ideas and compare 
whether they will be commercially feasible. This step involves conducting huge 
market research, scouting new technologies, and mapping ability rising markets to 
evaluate patron wishes. Inside the product choice degree, manufacturing companies in 
addition determine product ideas along with potential dangers and financing options, 
and plan for product development to decide what sources are required to 
diversification and release a product to marketplace. Following this, industrial 
diversification, product assessment, modeling, prototyping/testing, and refinement 
sports are finished inside the development level. Once a product has been efficiently 
evolved it's miles then integrated into production tactics, and ultimately the new 
product is then promoted and released in the market. 
At every level of the procedure, manufacturers assess progress and realign their 
strategies to maximise the possibility of achievement. In addition, customer feedback 
and refinement a key thing of the pdr&d procedure desires into manufacturers’ 
competitive intelligence and system revisions, and drives product extension strategies 
and new product introductions. Which encompasses primary studies, implemented 
research and experimental development, is important to product innovation and 
indicators a company’s dedication to the era and business software of latest product 
thoughts? Middle sports which include industrial diversifications, product 
engineering, trying out, and market research also are required to make certain product 
innovations are commercially a hit. To reinforce their competitiveness inside the 
worldwide marketplace, kenyan manufacturers are rethinking their product innovation 
business models, making an investment in ability, and imposing progressive 
equipment and practices. An emerging method is international aid allocation, wherein 
product innovation is undertaken throughout geographical boundaries and pdr&d is 
coordinated with a couple of stakeholders. As properly, main producers are figuring 
out their products’ intellectual assets (IP) fame at each degree of the procedure and 
the usage of IP gear such as commercial diversification s, exchange secrets, patents 
and emblems to maximise the capability fee of the records generated. 
The competitive nature of the producing enterprise of beverages, ability dangers, and 
business aims all have an effect on the innovation enterprise techniques undertaken 
via kenyan producers. In standard, groups pursue a mix of  product innovation 
techniques: the primary is new product innovation, which is vital to push the limits of 
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present markets and to discover and pursue new possibilities inside the international 
economic system; the second involves considerable investment in r&d and product 
diversification  to extend the market lifestyles of merchandise thru product extension 
strategies that pressure lengthy-time period profitability and future iterations of 
product improvement kenyan producers are seeking to introduce profitable product 
improvements by means of generating possible product ideas, securing startup 
investments, efficaciously handling product improvement (time to market) and 
manufacturing scale-up (time to volume), and growing product extension strategies. 
When diversifying new products, manufacturers weigh the blessings with the prices of 
reducing time to market (e.g., greater market percentage combined with higher 
development expenses), and also recollect the time required to reach quantity 
production and deliver payback. Manufacturers ought to determine if and whilst to 
spend money on product extension techniques to maximize revenue, and whilst to 
invest within the next era of product introductions. 
1.2.1    Profile of Kevian Kenya Limited 
Kevian Kenya limited commenced up within the yr 1992 with a flagship product MT. 
Kenya mineral water. It turned into now not best the launching pad for Kevian Kenya 
as an agency however also a pioneer logo within the local bottled water industry in 
Kenya. Mt kenya water appreciably modified the life-style panorama by means of 
paving manner for different local and global bottled water manufacturers 
subsequently enlarging the industry. Eight years later the sparkling peek and peel fruit 
juice brand turned into born, to begin within a tear off % until 2012 whilst it took up 
the brand new look that comes with a handy resalable cap. 
Back then in the days drinks corporations in Kenya most effective performed to 2nd 
fiddle to famous international brands. Kevian Kenya limited became the first agency 
to release a juice with 100% fruit juice content material this is height and peal which 
got here into the market in 1999. Kevian Kenya limited has a task of ardour, a 
valuable resolve that has seen a successful growth. Then and now Kevian Kenya 
limited are convinced that the fruit processing time in Kenya had arrived, although 
Kevian Kenya limited could not discover enough end result to commercially method. 
Kevian Kenya Limited were given fruit concentrates from out of doors Kenya. Kevian 
Kenya Limited plan become backward integration this is to apply regionally grown 
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end result. In 2013 this came to be once they bought their thika based totally 
manufacturing facility and started processing of mango, pineapple, carrot, tomatoes 
and pineapple concentrates. In 2012 the company took a extra innovative flow and 
brought nation of the art system for fruit concentration and packaging. This resulted to 
improve first-rate and efficiency accelerated manufacturing potential and capability to 
work with a wide style of end result, higher packaging or even a more potent 
marketplace growth. 
Kevian Kenya Limited meals and beverage portfolio has since expanded and now 
capabilities various way of life brands. Given that hitting the shelves in 2003, Afia 
packed juice has enjoyed good sized growth and is now the marketplace chief. The 
Afia manufacturers encompass juices, malts and carbonated smooth beverages. In 
2014 Kevian Kenya Limited brought to the marketplace Kevian sauces and Kevian 
soups both of which can be wonderful culinary options for a vast array of family as 
well as hospitality institutes, with a crew of seasoned professionals in the meals and 
beverage quarter. Kevian Kenya ensures that each one its products keep worldwide 
widespread and high degree of quality. 
1.2 Statement of the Problem 
Soft drinks are gradually overtaking warm drinks as the biggest beverage region 
within the international, with consumption growing via round 5 percentage a yr in line 
with a recent file from zenith worldwide. In recent years, the beverage industry has 
been confronted with new opportunities and challenges (murray, 2006).the kevian 
kenya restrained has misplaced some of its revenue to other agencies due to the fact 
they do not sense they're developing earnings. Even though management recognizes 
that product diversification is essential to the achievement of the company, ok 
measures to nurture it are but to be formulated. 
No matter the abundance of theoretical and empirical literature on diversification, 
there's little agreement on the nature of the outcomes of product diversification on 
tender drinks manufacturing corporations. Moreover, there is dearth of literature on 
the hyperlink between product diversification and performance of companies in 
Kenya. For this reason, the main objective of this examine turned into to fill the 
studies hole and, as a result, contribute to the literature on diversification by using 
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investigating at the elements affecting product diversification in the soft drink 
industry in Kenya. 
1.3 Objectives of the Study 
1.3.1 General Objective 
The general objective of this research was to establish the factors affecting product 
diversification in the soft drink industry in Kenya. 
 
1.3.2 Specific Objective 
i. To determine the effect of operational cost on product diversification in the soft 
drink industry in Kenya  
ii. To assess if customer preference influence product diversification in the soft drink 
industry in Kenya. 
iii.  To find out how manufacturing strategy affect product diversification in the soft 
drink industry in Kenya. 
iv. To find out how target market influence product diversification in the soft drink 
industry in Kenya  
1.4 Research Questions 
i. How does operational cost affect product diversification in the soft drink industry 
in Kenya? 
ii. In what way does customer preference influence product diversification in the soft 
drink industry in Kenya? 
iii. To what extent does manufacturing strategy affect product diversification in the 
soft drink industry in Kenya? 
iv. How does target market influence product diversification in the soft drink industry 
in Kenya? 
1.5 Significance of the Study 
1.6.1 The Management Kevian Kenya Company Limited  
The importance of the research will be to establish the challenges associated with the 
product Diversification in beverage sector in Kenya in Kevian Kenya Company 
Limited and formulate strategies that help to overcome the challenges identified. This 
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will help the company to maximize their performance as well meet customers’ needs 
and maintain a high customer satisfaction rate. 
1.6.2 Other Manufacturing Companies  
The study will of importance to various organizations. The outcome of this research 
project study will form a document which any organization that consider for adoption 
in developing operational strategy leading to sharpened efficiency and heightened 
competitiveness, through implementation of actions which was used in enhancing 
effective product diversification. 
 
1.6.3 Future Researchers  
This study will provide background information to research organization and 
researcher who can also want to carry out further studies on this vicinity. It's going to 
additionally facilitate man or woman researchers to perceive gaps in the modern-day 
studies and carry out research in this region and offer a possibility to other researchers 
to be able to live on this field to define it higher. 
1.6 Scope of the Study 
The research study was focused on the factors affecting the product diversification in 
beverage sector in Kenya in Kenya. The research was conducted at Kevian Kenya 
limited located off Ngong road opposite Nairobi Water Company next to kenol petrol 
station. The target population was 118 employees and a sample size of 71. The study 
covered top level management, middle level management and lower level 
management. The research study was carried out for a period of three months from 
May 2018 to July 2018. 
1.7 Chapter Summary 
This chapter contained the background of the study on the general understanding of 
product diversification in the soft drink industry. The chapter also covered the 
statement of the problem, objectives of the study, research questions, and significance 
of the study and scope of the study.  
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CHAPTER TWO 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.0 Introduction 
This chapter provided the literature which was considered necessary in helping to 
understand the research study. It includes the review of theoretical literature, the 
review of empirical literature and highlights the identified gaps and the conceptual 
framework. 
2.1 Theoretical Literature Review 
The study was based on the following theories. 
2.2.2 The Adaptation Theory 
The adjustment hypothesis by Helson created in 1964 clarifies the toleration of item 
lacks. This hypothesis concentrates on the hole between customer desire and the real 
item execution. The belief system behind this is, the length of the hole of desire and 
item execution is low, individuals will keep on having some type of loyalty and keep 
on using the item and it will have little impact on the reference standard, while then 
again, as the hole wind up plainly bigger, this further influence the adjustment level 
thus low loyalty. This is upheld with Churchill and Frankiewicz (2013), whereby he 
expressed that desires give the adjusted degree used to benchmarking related 
involvement.  
 
In the light of the above plans, this now prompts some reasoning that changing the 
earth may not be to the organization's support, on the grounds that if shoppers have 
minimal marked data on the inadequacies of regular material items, this won't 
influence to a broadened degree their desires and thusly their use conduct for material 
item (Heizer, 2014).  
The investigation along these lines identify with this examination since a portion of 
the customers for the material items that are steadfast have a tendency to disregard 
minor weakness of their marked material items insofar as it doesn't hit a point that 
them (customers) get a sentiment the deficiencies since it is by then that they will 
transparently express their disappointment influencing their long haul loyalty. 
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2.2.3 Disconfirmation Theory 
Disconfirmation hypothesis by Swan and Coombs in 1976 hypothesizes that loyalty is 
identified with the size and bearing of the inconsistency between earlier desires and 
genuine item quality. For them, individuals utilize benchmarks of evaluation in 
judging items. In this model, the shopper is amazed by the item quality benchmarks, 
that are preferable or more awful over expected, the extent of shock being identified 
with the span of inconsistency amongst desire and experience (Octavian, 2012).  
 
Octavian (2012) expressed this infers when material item execution surpasses earlier 
desires, positive disconfirmation results and this likewise prompts fulfillment. Then 
again, negative disconfirmation is the consequence of execution being lower than 
anticipated, prompting disappointment thus, and low loyalty.  
 
This hypothesis identifies with makes reference to item advancement and is pertinent 
in this examination in light of the fact that in disconfirmation hypothesis of buyer 
fulfillment, it is speculated that there exists a critical positive connection amongst 
disconfirmation and customer loyalty. Equaling the affirmation/disconfirmation show, 
in this manner, the significance of desires as determinants of fulfillment and loyalty 
diminishes for high contribution items, while the significance of results or execution 
increments. 
 
2.2 Empirical Literature Review 
2.2.1 Operational Cost and Product Diversification 
There is an undisrupted strong need to harmonize planning, monitoring and 
implementation of various funding channels and consolidate them into a uniform local 
fiscal regime aimed at rationalizing the allocation of centrally and locally generated 
funds for more sustainable support to a product specification. The main direction of 
the reform is also advocated by various recent studies (Wamvuno, 2008). 
Collier (2003), indicated, strong indicate, strong evidence on effectiveness and 
profitability of training is very limited. Provision of such evidence is not helped if 
budget procedure fails to provide a clear indication of the full cost of training on 
product specification. Another way of looking at training provision is in terms of 
training provided. The survey results indicate a very similar picture to last year, with a 
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mean number of 5.8 training over employees recorded by the respondents. There are 
variations between sectors, with public sector providing 6.0 days against 5.8 in the 
private sector and only 5.1 in the non-governmental non-profit sector. Again, we need 
to be very cautious about interpreting these figures about interpreting these figures to 
generalize about that small firms-i.e. those with less than 100 employees-haves the 
highest mean days of training. 
Operational costs are the expenses which are related to the operation of a business, or 
the operation of a device, component, and piece of equipment or facility. If the order 
quantity is less the cost of order quantity was more but the inventory carrying cost 
was less. On the other hand if the order quantity is more the ordering was less but the 
carrying cost was more. Total cost curve presents the some of the ordering cost and 
carrying cost for each order size. According to (Naylor, 2002) says cost planning 
control and parts were developed circumstances where the organization found it 
difficulty in maintaining product specification. The earlier focus was therefore 
scheduling and continually allocating resources to meet deadlines while this task 
remain important cost control and resource management now receives equal attention. 
This change reflects the change grounds for letting many projects on product 
specification. 
According to Maul (1996), the scope duration and the price and contract are 
negotiable with effect with each change. in major product diversification projects 
there are many product diversification projects in these order  for instance during the 
construction  of the channel tunnel the British  and the French government  charges 
the regulation and the terms of the operation license in response to new concern  over 
product risk . Often it’s said that the key expiates in the management of the key 
expiates in the management of fixed price contract lies in the negotiation of profitable 
change orders. Given the difficulties in both forms of contract it is not sprucing that 
many highbrows exist. For instance under a fixed price contract  a supplier may be 
protected from the inflation  or exchange rate risk by agreed adjustment method. In 
another case a cost plus contract may include estimate of time and cost with an 
incentive to beat certain target in exchange the supplier must provide information on 
detailed internal cost and agreed to auditing and arbitration in disputes. 
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According to Barley (2005), costing cannot be exact science as many buyers who 
negotiate cost based price perhaps with a cost analysis sitting in with them becomes 
aware.  A part from the variable cost which vary differently and un proportionally 
with quantity produced which includes a contribution to over heads and profit sales 
revenue in the long term to cover the full cost of staying in business including the 
profit if the seller is to survive even though in the short term that is short of work may 
accept. Price which so not makes all full contribution to overheads and profits orders 
to keep people and plant bus. There are other reasons why some products may be sold 
in at loss for instance to clear stock to price out competitors to gain a freehold in the 
new market but in general prices must cover the profit and overheads. Overheads are 
the fixed cost which a firm incurs to stay in the business and which are fixed in the 
since that they do not vary directly with output like rent rates salaries of senior 
executive. On the problem is how to allocate overheads when the quantity to be 
produced is not known accurately. Risk of corruption is high during evaluation phase 
and can also occur even before contracting process. Examples of some of the main 
risks identified are, decision of contracting does not follow a regulation rational, 
technologies are made to favor special supplier or contractor, avoiding open bidding 
process instead use single sourcing; the bidding is not publicized hence limiting the 
number of participants, tenders are given shorter time to present their offers. 
In step with chary (2004), regardless of the criterion value is an vital element in the 
decision making method however litigation want to be made between the fee for 
accounting motive and the cost for control selection making. Economic accounting 
has a fundamental goal of satisfying the statutory necessities of a organisation in 
phrases of the profit and losses incurred by way of the business enterprise being made 
public which is pretty extraordinary from costing  for internal decision making even 
though fee accounting fills a good deal of the letter required it is nonetheless now not 
completely choice orientated  every decision is  made inside the context of the 
situation which are particular to that choice when the context of the decision  vary the 
type of the value to be taken into consideration will also vary. This give rise to the 
time period relevant value what is relevant in one situation at one pound of time will 
no longer be relevant to another kind of decision at any other point of time. This is the 
definition when the relevant value makes the opposite value techniques infect the idea 
of applicable value is very simple. 
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2.2.2 Customer Preference and Product Diversification 
The soft drinks marketplace in kenya will see a continued exchange to more healthy 
products over the forecast length. A growing hobby in fitness-oriented products with 
suitable properties, which includes sugar-free, low calorie, excellent flavor, distinct 
product versions and high fine, will help value and volume income growth over the 
forecast duration. Concentrates and carbonates will continue to face a more difficult 
scenario as manufacturers search for room to innovate and upload value to their 
products. Bottled water will keep to growth in sales volumes over the forecast 
duration, as it is largely perceived as a healthy product most of the Kenyan 
population. Water infrastructure still stays a first-rate trouble (philip, 2008). 
The significance of studying client behaviour can't be gainsaid or needed away. 
Consumer behaviour determines how our consumers decide to buy our product and 
what are the various factors answerable for this choice?  Out of 11 lots new 
merchandise introduced through seventy seven companies, only fifty six percentage 
are present after 5 years. Most effective 8% of new product standards presented by 
way of 112 leading agencies reached the market. Out of that 83% did not meet 
advertising and marketing targets. What we want to apprehend here is why customers 
make the purchases that they make, what factors impact consumer purchases and 
converting factors in our society. The crucial awareness of advertising is the client. To 
plot right advertising plans, it's far necessary to look at customer behavioral attributes 
and desires, existence, and buy techniques after which make proper advertising and 
marketing-mix decisions. The observation of customer behavior consists of the study 
of what they purchase, why they purchase, how they buy, when they purchase, from 
where they buy, and the way regularly they purchase. An open-minded patron-
orientated method is vital in these days’s numerous global marketplace so a firm can 
identify and serve its goal marketplace, reduce dissatisfaction, and stay beforehand of 
competitors. Final purchasers purchase for private, family, or family use (lynch, 
2001).  
The reason of a commercial enterprise is to create and maintain customers. Clients are 
created and maintained through advertising strategies. And the high-quality of 
advertising strategies relies upon on knowing, serving, and influencing clients. The 
have a look at of patron behavior allows marketers to recognize and predict buying 
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behavior of customers within the market. It's miles concerned now not most effective 
with what purchasers purchase, however additionally with why they purchase it, while 
and in which and the way they purchase it, and how frequently they purchase it, and 
also how they devour it & dispose it. Client studies are the technique used to study 
purchaser behavior; it takes vicinity at each section of the consumption system: before 
the purchase, throughout the acquisition, and after the purchase. Research shows that 
two different shoppers shopping for the same product may additionally have 
accomplished it for exclusive motives; paid one-of-a-kind prices, utilized in one of a 
kind ways, have exceptional emotional attachments in the direction of the things and 
so on (burt, 2004). 
Product diversification is the technique of taking pictures and reworking purchaser 
wishes right into a tangible product diversification that specification can observe 
(chen et al., 2009). The final aim of specification is to satisfy patron desires. To reap 
this goal, it's far crucial to understand customer’s whole needs and perceived values. 
Purchaser’s perceived fee depends on not best product’s favorite utilitarian functions, 
however also the whole experience with the goods. For that reason, present day 
specification developments have been moving from specification for products’ 
utilitarian functions to seize purchaser’s diverse stages of desires. In step with the 
hierarchy nature of human needs, consumer’s wishes are categorized as articulated 
wishes and unarticulated wishes.  
Articulated needs may be properly verbalized and represented in an objective and 
nicely elaborated form. The characterization, quantification and illustration of 
articulated desires were well addressed by the conventional purchaser desires 
identifications, which include conjoint evaluation, voice of clients etc. However, 
unarticulated needs are the ones latent and hedonic associated high-degree desires that 
clients are not capable of actually explicit to the specification. Sometimes customers 
don’t even understand what they really need. As a consequence the aim of assembly 
clients’ unarticulated needs often can’t be expressed in goal and quantitative phrases 
totally. It restricts the opportunity of exploring, assessing, and optimizing one-of-a-
kind alternatives. It's miles apparent that there may be a want to find out new ways to 
elicit, represent and incorporate the comprehensive patron needs into specification. So 
as to identify those needs, specification have to carefully learn about purchaser’s 
recollections as well as current and best revel in with the strategies which includes 
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contextual inquiry. The generation and system in neuroscience such as practical near-
infrared spectroscopy has been applied as a complementary tool for product 
diversification to pick out purchaser’s subconscious preference and articulated 
desires. The research development in purchaser neuroscience and neuron marketing 
has shown that the neuron-imaging technologies are able to identify consumer’s 
cognitive and affective responses to the product or brands through measuring his/her 
cerebral sports (wang et al., 2013). 
There are numerous strategies in engineering to discover consumer desires, inclusive 
of conjoint analysis, qfd, configurations (inexperienced et al., 1978; wang et al., 
2011,). Implemented ethnography is proposed as ethnographic area paintings 
accomplished to convey the patron’s factor of view to the new product layout as well 
as existing product development. The carried out ethnography basically includes 
contextual inquiry, observational research and player commentary. This kind of 
research takes area in herbal environment wherein the product is used, and it has a 
aim which is much more likely to be exploratory in preference to evaluative. Carried 
out ethnography may be employed throughout the brand new product improvement 
procedure, and it's miles considered maximum useful in exploring emerging and 
unmet wishes for a specific target client group. 
Kinsey engineering is some other kind of technology to capture customer’s image and 
emotions relevant to a product. Kinsey in jap method a purchaser’s mental feelings 
and picture regarding to a brand new product. As a result, kinsey engineering is 
defined as “translating technology of a patron’s feeling of the product to the design 
factors.” (nagamachi2014) the simple idea is to explain the product concept from two 
exceptional perspectives: the semantic description and the outline of product 
residences. The 2 descriptions span a vector area one by one, and then are merged 
with every other in the synthesis segment, which means that which of the product 
homes inspires which semantic impact.  
 In exercise, kinsey engineering starts off evolved from amassing the psychological 
emotions, such as emotions, moods, and impressions, via semantic differential 
technique. Then, the sansei words are input to the kinsey engineering gadget which 
employs an professional device and databases. Within the system, these phrases are 
identified in connection with the sansei word databases, matched to the picture 
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database, and calculated by using an inference engine to locate the high-quality-
healthy layout, which was proven on the display of the laptop. This sort of sansei 
engineering device may be very useful for the consumer to pick the product most 
suited for his/her sansei. (nagamachi 2002; dahlgaard, schütte et al. 2008) 
2.2.3 Manufacturing strategy and Product Diversification 
In step with gamberi et al. (2008), there is a international fashion that companies 
provide a large choice of products to their customers. They are being utilized in a 
variety 19 of industries and it improves the ability to deal with the adjustments in the 
international call for (özcan and toklu, 2009). The producers of this merchandise need 
to manage the product variety via introducing multi/combined-version assembly line 
machine that produces similar items or options of the identical product requiring 
analogous responsibilities (boysen et al., 2009). Multi-version assembly strains 
produce a fixed of merchandise before persevering with another set of products at the 
same assembly line. Therefore, the meeting technique for those varieties of products 
wishes to be performed in batches to avoid high set-up times and excessive costs. 
Production is a worldwide enterprise that changed into started during the commercial 
revolution inside the late nineteenth century to cater for the massive scale 
manufacturing of products (jovane et al., 2008). For the reason that then, the 
producing business has modified surprisingly through the innovations of era, 
processes, substances, conversation and transportation. In keeping with chryssolouris 
et al. (2008), the predominant project of manufacturing is to produce extra products 
with less material, much less electricity and much less labour involvement. 
With a purpose to face these demanding situations, production groups need to have 
strategy and aggressive precedence so as for them to compete in a dynamic 
marketplace (thun, 2008). According to skinner (2007), “a manufacturing strategy is a 
fixed of manufacturing guidelines specification to maximise overall performance 
among alternate-offs amongst achievement standards to satisfy the manufacturing 
venture determined by means of a company strategy”. It's miles the duty of the top 
control of the employer to ensure that there may be a coherent manufacturing method 
and regulations derived from internal and outside assets of facts to aid the whole 
organisation’s mission (paiva et al., 2008). 
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In step with miltenburg (2008), an aggressive strength of a business enterprise is 
based at the structural and infrastructural readiness. There are 4 structural areas which 
are constituted of capability, centers, technology, and sourcing. The infrastructural 
regions are group of workers, first-rate, production planning, and employer. In line 
with swink et al. (2007), the organisation needs to have a selected and strategic goal 
primarily based at the person competitive strength, with the intention to compete in 
the market. Moreover, consistent with balakrishnan et al. (2007), the global 
competitiveness of financial manufacturing requires high excellent products and 
occasional costs. That is due to dynamic opposition some of the producers to 
comfortable their customers. As a result, the demand for high high-quality, low fee 
and on time shipping has improved product range 
High-quality conformance tactics obtain decreased fee, better productiveness and 
higher reputation in the international market. According to amoako-gyampah and 
acquaah (2008), satisfactory method performs a critical position in taking pictures 
purchaser satisfaction that can probably cause elevated sales increase and marketplace 
share. They also introduced that, a organisation which develops a approach to obtain 
quantity and blend flexibility whilst preserving low fees and excessive great turned 
into capable of react quicker to marketplace needs and sooner or later gain higher 
overall performance. 
Karim et al. (2008), found out that product quality and reliability has emerge as the 
principle competitive factor within the global trend. An excessive amount of boom in 
call for also takes cognizance far from first-rate with results of defects in finished 
products, which include the case for toyota motor with resulting excellent charges 
(monetary and reputation) for the agency. 
Excessive quantity manufacturing (additionally referred to as mass production) entails 
producing products in massive portions (váncza and egri, 2006). According to 
partanen and haapasalo (2004), the term mass production is used because of the 
excessive demand price of the particular product. Typically, for high quantity 
production, best small numbers of various merchandise are synthetic through the 
company. This type of manufacturing is related to lengthy meeting traces in which 
manufacturing facility workers or machines constantly flip out the equal product 
month after month. There are classes of excessive volume manufacturing; amount 
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production and float line manufacturing. In step with özcan and toklu (2009), the 
obvious feature of a excessive quantity manufacturing is that operations are connected 
together in an assembly line. After finishing touch of 1 operation on a product, it 
moves immediately to the subsequent operation in the assembly line. The procedure is 
continued until the very last station within the assembly line where the finished 
product is predicted. 
Amount manufacturing is one class of high volume manufacturing, which 
concentrates at the mass manufacturing of a single product by means of the usage of 
single wellknown equipment (cárdenas-barrón, 2009), as an instance, products that 
pop out from stamping press which is a repetitive method in particular for the blank 
shapes (kamalapurkar and date, 2006). The procedure is a non-stop operation wherein 
material is fed to the system either manually or mechanically. The device will then 
turn the fabric into the final product and the identical system keeps till the preferred 
quantity is carried out. 
Drift line manufacturing is concentrated on more than one system or workstations 
which might be arranged in the process series. In step with drira et al. (2007), float 
line manufacturing is characterized by means of excessive quantity, repetitive and 
short cycle paintings. The work piece is physically moved via this collection in order 
to complete the process and sooner or later becomes the product. The collection is 
likewise known as product format because it's far arranged in an extended line of 
workstations and typically related via conveyors. In waft line production, machines 
are orientated such that the product flows in sequence down the line and has all 
necessary set-u.s.a.to perform operations on the products. For those reasons machines 
in waft line are often specification specifically for the goods and are not without 
problems tailored to different products. 
An assembly line is a manufacturing system which has related workstations via 
conveyors or a similar fabric dealing with gadget in order that every product is going 
from one operation immediately to the subsequent and so forth (özcan and toklu, 
2009). As a result, every product follows the same routing of operations and identical 
final product is anticipated at the give up of the line. The complexity in the process of 
producing a product is in particular depending at the variety of its components and the 
meeting tiers. The product’s shape is defined as the invoice of materials (bom). This 
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class of manufacturing is best referred to as a meeting line of merchandise inclusive 
of automobiles. Whilst each product is equal at the quit of the meeting line, the road is 
classified as a unmarried version manufacturing line. Basically, meeting lines had 
been advanced for a value efficient excessive amount manufacturing of a unmarried 
standardized product (boysen et al., 2009). 
2.2.4 Target Market and Product Diversification 
Target market segmentation is related to the focus on specific target-markets and 
especially on beverage industry (Chen, 2003; Kastenholtz et al, 1999). Several 
studies used segmentation analysis in order to examine the most profitable segments 
in existing target groups that best maximize value to the destination. Carmichael‘s 
study (2002),  explores the spatial impact of the Barnes Exhibit  in a segmentation  
analysis of ”out-of-town‘ Barnes Exhibit visitors, by using gravity models to 
describe the  distance decay effect, while the used multiple logistic regression  
analysis and independent variables such as the nationality, household income,  
education age, travel party composition and trip purpose, in order to identify the  
destination‘s most valuable visitor segments as well as the destination‘s relative 
ability  to satisfy each of them, in Bornholm island of Baltics.   
Target market segmentation takes place on local, regional, national and international 
level. According to Short and Kim (1998), the basic target markets concern foreign  
enterprises, beverage, future residents, , talking about  Paris and London, identified 
as target markets, culture, beverage, the high technology  centers, the international 
bank and financial companies. Furthermore, support that the most significant target 
markets are visitors, residents and working population, enterprises and industries and 
the foreign markets  
Target marketplace segmentation lies somewhere close to the middle of a continuum 
of marketing techniques that variety from mass advertising wherein a unmarried 
product is offered to all clients in a market to 1 to 1 advertising in which a special 
product is specially designed for every individual client in a marketplace. Most 
businesses recognize that considering that no two human beings are exactly alike, it's 
miles not going that they have been capable of please all clients in a market with a 
unmarried product. They also realise that it's miles hardly ever possible to create a 
awesome product for each client. As a substitute, most businesses try to improve their 
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odds of attracting a full-size base of customers by dividing the general market into 
segments, then trying to in shape their product and advertising mix extra intently to 
the needs of 1 or greater segments. Some of customer characteristics, known as 
segmentation bases, can be used to define market segments. Some typically used 
bases encompass age, gender, profits, geographical vicinity, and shopping for 
behavior (kelner, brad, 1999). 
 
Consistent with economics a marketplace is any area wherein dealers of a specific 
good or carrier can meet with consumers of the products and services in which there's 
a capacity for a transaction to take area. The client should have something can provide 
in alternate for there to be a capacity transaction. Takes effort and time, but it is able 
to increase your earnings ultimately mandy(2006). Unlike mass advertising, which 
gives one product to everybody, target your target market is the precise organization 
of human beings to whom you are trying to sell your services or products. Information 
your market helps decide your capacity client advertising and marketing objectives 
some products at a selected kind of character. 
 
In line with psychology target marketing entails breaking a marketplace into segments 
after which concentrating your advertising efforts on one or a few key segments. It 
could be the important thing to a small commercial enterprise success. A principal 
idea in target advertising is that those who are centered display a strong affinity or 
emblem loyalty to that specific brand. Target advertising permits the marketer or sales 
crew to customize their message to the centered organization of consumers in a 
centered way. Studies has proven that racial similarity, role congruence, labeling 
depth of ethnic identity, shared knowledge and ethnic salience all sell wonderful 
results at the target market. Studies has typically shown that target advertising and 
marketing techniques are comprised of client inferences of similarities between some 
factors of the commercial (e.g., source pictured, language used, life-style represented) 
and characteristics of the customer (e.g. Reality or desire of having the represented 
fashion). Clients are persuaded by way of the traits in the commercial and people of 
the patron. 
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Target market is a marketing method that includes dividing a wide target market into 
subsets of consumers, who've commonplace wishes and priorities, and then designing 
and implementing techniques to target them. Marketplace segmentation techniques 
may be used to identify the target clients, and provide assisting records for positioning 
to achieve a advertising and marketing plan objective. Corporations can also broaden 
product differentiation techniques, or an undifferentiated method, related to unique 
merchandise or product strains depending on the specific demand and attributes of the 
target phase. (donald r.2005) 
 
Wherein a monopoly exists, the price of a product is probably to be better than in a 
competitive market and the fee can be accelerated further if the market may be 
segmented with distinctive charges charged to distinctive segments charging higher 
charges to those segments inclined and able to pay greater and charging less to the 
ones whose demand is fee elastic. The charge discriminator might want to create fee 
fences that will prevent contributors of a higher fee phase from purchasing on the 
prices available to individuals of a decrease fee phase. This behavior is rational at the 
part of the monopolist, but is frequently seen through opposition authorities as an 
abuse of a monopoly function, whether or not or now not the monopoly itself is 
sanctioned. Areas in which this rate discrimination is visible variety from 
transportation to prescribed drugs. Charge discrimination may be considered rate-
solving beneath the control of an oligopoly or consortium in sure circumstances of 
deregulation and enjoyment.(goldstein 2007) 
Concentrated on a particular marketplace does not mean that you have to exclude 
humans that do not in shape your criteria from buying from you. Alternatively, target 
marketing permits you to recognition your advertising and marketing bucks and logo 
message on a specific market that is more likely to buy from you than different 
markets. That is a far extra lower priced, efficient, and powerful manner to reach 
capacity customers and generate business martinich (1997) 
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2.3Review of Critical Literature and Research Gap 
Operational costs are the expenses which are related to the operation of a business, or 
the operation of a device, component, and piece of equipment or facility. If the order 
quantity is less the cost of order quantity was more but the inventory carrying cost 
was less. On the other hand if the order quantity is more the ordering was less but the 
carrying cost was more. Total cost curve presents the some of the ordering cost and 
carrying cost for each order size. According to (Naylor, 2002) says cost planning 
control and parts were developed circumstances where the organization found it 
difficulty in maintaining product specification. The earlier focus was therefore 
scheduling and continually allocating resources to meet deadlines while this task 
remain important cost control and resource management now receives equal attention. 
This change reflects the change grounds for letting many projects on product 
specification. This is very true however how operational cost does directly impact on 
the product specifications in the beverage sector in Kenya, the research will seek to 
fill in the gaps. 
There's few or no alternative or competitors, consumers do no longer effortlessly note 
the higher product diversification consumers are gradual to alternate their shopping 
for conduct, shoppers assume that the higher product diversification or justified. If 
call for is elastic, sellers will remember lowering the product specification. The 
decrease product diversification will produce greater general sales. This makes senses 
as long as the fee of manufacturing and selling greater devices do no longer boom 
disproportionately. Fee sets the lower restriction of product diversification demand 
and opposition generally send the upper limits. Demand elasticity also varies via 
product type, elasticity can alternate over the years and over product diversification 
stages and it can be distinctive for a product diversification decrease than a product 
diversification boom. Patron response to product diversification should be evaluated 
in light of the overall size of the marketplace reduced product diversification  may 
additionally growth call for, however not sufficiently in phrases of the overall 
quantity required to justify a dedication to the target marketplace (hick’s, 1991). That 
is very true but the author fails to factor in particular how product demand at once 
influences the product diversification at Kevian Kenya limited in kenya the research 
will searching for to fill in the gaps. 
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Product diversification is the system of taking pictures and reworking patron desires 
into a tangible product diversification that specification can observe (chen et al., 
2009). The ultimate target of specification is to fulfill consumer needs. To gain this 
aim, it's far crucial to recognize customer’s complete desires and perceived values. 
Patron’s perceived fee relies upon on now not best product’s fashionable utilitarian 
capabilities, however additionally the complete revel in with the goods. Thus, 
contemporary specification trends were transferring from specification for 
merchandise’ utilitarian capabilities to seize consumer’s various levels of needs. In 
step with the hierarchy nature of human needs, purchaser’s desires are classified as 
articulated needs and unarticulated wishes. That is very true however the author fails 
to point mainly how patron choice at once influences the product diversification at 
Kevian Kenya limited in kenya the studies will are seeking for to fill within the gaps. 
Go with the flow line production is targeting multiple equipment or workstations 
which are arranged in the method sequence. In step with drira et al. (2007), glide line 
manufacturing is characterized via high quantity, repetitive and brief cycle work. The 
work piece is physically moved through this series in order to finish the technique and 
in the end becomes the product. The series is also called product layout because it's 
miles organized in an extended line of workstations and normally connected by using 
conveyors. In float line production, machines are oriented such that the product flows 
in collection down the road and has all important set-americato carry out operations 
on the products. For those reasons machines in float line are often specification 
mainly for the products and are not without problems adapted to other merchandise. 
That is very true however the creator fails to point specifically how manufacturing 
approach directly influences the product diversification at Kevian Kenya limited in 
kenya the studies will searching for to fill in the gaps. 
 
2.5 Conceptual Framework 
The framework below is adopted in the study to show the relationship between 
independent and dependent variables. The following variable has some relation with 
the factors affecting Product specifications in beverage sector. 
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Figure 2.1 Conceptual Framework 
Independent Variables            Dependent Variable 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Author (2018) 
Operationalization of the Variables 
2.5.1Operational cost  
Is the value of money that has been used up to provide some thing, and hence is not 
available to be used anymore. In business, the value may be one among acquisition, in 
which case the amount of money expended to collect it's miles counted as cost. In this 
situation, money is the input this is long gone to be able to acquire the factor. 
2.5.2 Customer Preference 
Customer Preference Patron desire is a trendy time period carried out to all aspects of 
advertising services and products. This isn't to be harassed with the extra-unique term 
brand desire, which relates to purchasers preferring one emblem over competing 
brands. If one logo is unavailable, purchasers will probable pick some other emblem 
to fill the gap 
 
2.5.3 Manufacturing strategy 
Manufacturing strategy manufacturing is the production of merchandise to be used or 
sale the use of labour and machines, tools, chemical and biological processing, or 
system. The term may also refer to a variety of human hobby, from handicraft to 
excessive tech, but is most commonly carried out to commercial manufacturing, in 
which uncooked materials are converted into completed goods on a large scale. 
 
Target Market 
Manufacturing strategy 
Customer Preference 
Product specifications in beverage 
sector 
Manufacturing strategy 
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2.5.4 Target Market 
A target market for a given company can be defined as a select group of consumers or 
people that manufacturers or companies target for sales or when a company or 
business directs it’s advertising to a certain type of consumer. In most case those 
targeted show a strong affinity towards the company product or a particular brand. 
 
2.6 Chapter Summary 
This chapter reviewed the theoretical thing of the look at, it’s the secondary statistics 
of the studies and it's far achieved to give the theoretical account of the look at 
wherein it had two theories; the edition principle and disconfirmation idea.  it 
specializes in the evaluate of beyond research on the topic of the studies have a look 
at from a international and neighbourhood attitude. it also covers the targets of the 
examiner acknowledging the assets of the statistics approximately the objectives, the 
essential evaluation of the theoretical evaluate and the precise of the studies observe. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
3.0 Introduction 
This chapter comprises of the arrangements of methodology that was used to carry out 
the complete study. This includes research design, target population, sampling design, 
data collection techniques and data analysis and presentation.  
3.1 Research Design 
This investigation embraced the descriptive research design. As per Bray and 
Maxwell (2010) the term descriptive research alludes to the kind of research question, 
design, and information examination that is connected to a given subject. Descriptive 
statistics tell what exists which subsequently decides circumstances and end results. 
The kind of question asked by the researcher at last decides the sort of approach 
important to finish a precise appraisal of the current theme. Descriptive examinations, 
essentially worried about discovering "what is," may be connected to explore research 
questions. The fundamental objective of this sort of research is to depict the 
information and attributes about what is being considered. The thought behind this 
kind of research is to contemplate frequencies, midpoints, and statistical calculations. 
 
3.2 Target Population 
A population is a group of individuals, objects or items from which samples are taken 
for measurements. According to Ogula(2005), a population refers to any group of 
institutions, people or objects that have common characteristics. Target population as 
defined by Kothari (2004) is a universal set of the study of all members of real or 
hypothetical set of people, events or objects to which an investigator wishes to 
generalize the result. The target population for this study constituted all the employees 
of Kevian Kenya Limited; Nairobi Head Office. This information was tabulated in 
Table 3.1: 
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Table 3.1 Target Population 
Category Target Population Percentage 
Top Level Management 4 3 
Middle Level Management 21 14 
Operational Staff 122 83 
Total 147 100 
Source: Kevian Kenya Limited (2018) 
3.3 Sample and Sampling Technique 
The researcher used stratified sampling technique to pick out the respondents that 
were issued out with the questionnaires. Stratified sampling concerned the population 
being divided into reciprocally exclusive teams like age teams and random samples 
are drawn from every cluster. consistent with Mugenda and Mugenda (2003), in 
stratified sampling, subjects were elite in such the way that the prevailing sub-groups 
within the population square measure a lot of or less reproduced within the sample. 
From every stratum, five hundredth of the respondents were drawn and were wont to 
gather the desired data. The sample size was tabulated as follows: 
Table 3.2 Sample Size 
Category Target 
Population 
Sample Size Percentage 
Top Level Management 4 1 1 
Middle Level Management 21 9 13 
Operational Staff 122 63 86 
Total 147 73 100 
Source: Author (2018) 
3.4 Research Instruments 
This study adopted embraced questionnaire as a primary data accumulation 
instrument. Primary data are gathered by the examiner leading the research. The 
investigation additionally acquired optional data. As indicated by 
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Krishnaswami(2013), the basic wellsprings of auxiliary data for sociology incorporate 
censuses, hierarchical records and data gathered through qualitative approaches or 
qualitative research. 
3.5 Pilot Study 
3.5.1 Validity 
Trochim (2011) defines validity because the degree to that a take a look at lives what 
it's imagined to measure. It is rare, if nearly not possible, that associate degree 
instrument be 100 percent valid, thus validity is mostly measured in degrees. As a 
method, validation involves aggregation associate degreed analyzing information to 
assess the accuracy of an instrument. There square measure various applied math tests 
and measures to assess the validity of quantitative instruments that typically involves 
pilot testing. to substantiate validity, the questionnaires were confirmed by the 
analysis supervisor and therefore the analysis assistant. 
3.5.2 Reliability 
While reliability of a research instrument concerns the degree to which the instrument 
yields similar outcomes on rehashed trials; Therefore, reliability must be resolved in 
light of the fact that there is for the most part a decent arrangement of consistency in 
the aftereffects of a quality instrument assembled at various circumstances (Lyon, 
2010). To affirm reliability five questionnaires was produced then pilot tried among 
the staff at Tarpo Textile, in Industrial Area Nairobi managing a similar line of 
business. Their reactions were utilized to survey whether whatever remains of 
questionnaire were dependable. In any case, toward the finish of the activity, 
adjustment was made on the principle questionnaires before they were altogether 
dispersed to the whole staff at the Kevian Kenya Limited. 
3.6 Data Collection Procedure 
As per Mugenda and Mugenda (2003) a questionnaire is a progression of questions 
asked to people to get measurably helpful data about a given theme. Generally a 
questionnaire comprises of various questions that the respondent needs to reply in a 
set organization. The researcher utilized questionnaires as the essential data gathering 
instrument since it is generally shoddy and simple to direct. 
 
Closed-ended questions were utilized. The reaction alternatives for a closed-ended 
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inquiry ought to be thorough and totally unrelated with the goal that they can be less 
demanding to dissect and regulate (Cohen, 2011). Open-ended questions were 
likewise utilized as they allow the interviewee to offer profundity to their reaction, 
and in addition give their genuine belief on a given issue. 
3.7 Data Analysis and Presentation 
Data analysis procedure is the process of packaging the collected information putting 
them in order and structuring the main components in a way that the findings can be 
easily and effectively communicated (Holborn& Langley, 2014). The data collected 
comprised mainly of quantitative nature and was appropriately analyzed using 
descriptive statistics. The descriptive statistical tools such as mean and percentage 
ratings aided by SPSS computer software were adopted. The analyzed data was 
presented by use of tables, and graphs for easy understanding. Qualitative data was 
analyzed through content analysis. 
3.8 Ethical Considerations 
 
3.8.1 Informed Consent 
This entailed obtaining necessary permission from both the administrators of the 
university and the management of the organization. Their permission was useful in 
ensuring that this research study is successfully completed so that the findings that 
were collected in the consequent stages did not breach the rules and regulations laid 
down when undertaking this research work. 
 
3.8.2 Voluntary Participation 
Voluntary participation implies that individuals take part in the research free from 
compulsion, Participants were allowed to pull back their participation whenever 
without contrarily affecting on their inclusion in future administrations or the ebb and 
flow program and associations with any of the researchers or research bodies included 
(Bray and Maxwell, 2010). It was in this manner, the privilege of members to leave a 
program of this nature whenever; in this manner no weight was put on the individuals 
who pick not to keep on participating in this research. 
3.8.3 Confidentiality 
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Confidentiality means that any recognized data isn't made accessible to, or gotten to 
by any other person separated from the researcher (Cohen, 2011). It was critical to 
consider how reports were worded to guarantee that there was no open door for 
individuals to be distinguished despite the fact that names were not utilized. 
 
3.8.4 Privacy 
This is an idea in research morals which expresses that a man in human subject 
research has a privilege to security while taking an interest in research (Kothari, 
2011). To safeguard members' protection, the data experienced a procedure to de-
distinguish the respondents' commitment. The objective of such a procedure was to 
secure data which was utilized to associate an examination member to their 
commitment to the research think about with the goal that the members don't 
experience the ill effects of data re-ID. 
3.9 Chapter Summary 
This chapter provided the research design detailing how the data was sought. The 
chapter further presented the population, sample and sampling technique, instruments 
validity and reliability test, data collection procedures, data analysis methods and 
ethical considerations. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF FINDINGS 
4.0 Introduction 
This chapter covers data analysis and interpretation of findings. The chapter addresses 
the general information about respondents, the findings generated from the study, 
descriptive and inferential statistics. 
4.1 Presentation of Research Findings 
4.1.1 Response Rate 
Table 4.1: Response Rate 
Response  Frequency Percent 
Returned 73 100 
Unreturned 0 0 
Total 73 100 
 
A total of 73 respondents were involved in the study from which 38of the respondents 
filled the questionnaire and returned with a percentage rate of 100% whereas 0% of 
questionnaires were not returned. For this reason, the study established that the 
response rate was considered excellent. From the analysis it can be concluded that 
majority of the respondents were able to participate in the study. According to Schein 
(1992), above 60% is an excellent response rate, 50% response rate is good while 
30% is not viable. This is as shown in Table 4.1 
 
4.1.2 Gender of respondents 
The researcher sought to find out the gender of the respondent. Table 4.2 and figure 
4.2 show the response. 
 
Table 4.2 Gender of Respondents 
Category  Frequency Percent Cumulative Percent 
 
Male 56 76.7 76.7 
Female 17 23.3 100.0 
Total 73 100.0  
 Figure 4.1 Gender of Respondents
 
The respondents were asked to indicate their response on gender According to the 
findings, 76.7% of the respondents were male while 23.3% were female respondents 
and was shown on table 
revealed that there was gender imbalance. 
4.1.3 Highest Educational Level
The researcher sought to investigate the education level of employee at Kevian
Ltd the findings were as follows 
Table 4.3 Highest Educational Level
 
V
a
l
i
d
Secondary School 
Tertiary College 
University Level 
Total 
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and figure 4.2. The interpretation derived from the study 
 
 
 
 
Frequency Percent Cumulative Percent
10 13.7 
38 52.1 
25 34.2 
73 100.0 
 
Male
77%
Female
23%
Gender of Respondents
 
 Kenya 
 
13.7 
65.8 
100.0 
Figure 4.2 Highest Educational Level
 
Based on the research findings from table 4.2 the respondents were asked to indicate 
their level of education According to the findings, 52.1% of the respondents had 
college diplomas, 13.7% had secondary education, 34.2% of the respondents had 
university degrees. This indicates that most of the respondents had college education.    
 
4.1.4 Management level 
The researcher sought to investigate the 
Kenya Ltd the findings were as follows 
Table 4.4 Management level
 
 
Top Level Management
Middle Level Management
Operational Level Management
Total 
 
 
 
 
University Level
34%
Highest Educational Level
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management level of employee at Kevian
 
 
Frequency Percent Cumulative 
Percent
 2 2.7 
 16 21.9 
 55 75.3 
73 100.0  
Secondary School
14%
Tertiary College
52%
 
 
 
 
2.7 
24.7 
100.0 
 Figure 4.3 Management level
Based on the research findings from table 4.2 
their management level 2.7% of the respondents indicated there in the top level 
management, 21.9% of the respondents indicated that they are in the middle 
management level, while the majority of the respondents were i
management as indicated by 75.3%.
 
4.1.5Age Bracket 
The researcher sought to investigate the 
Ltd the findings were as follows 
Table 4.5 analysis on the 
 
 
18-25 years 
26-33 years 
34-41 years 
42-49 years 
Total 
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the respondents were asked to indicate 
n the operational level 
 
Age Bracket of employee at Kevian
 
Age Bracket 
Frequency Percent Cumulative Percent
18 24.7 
25 34.2 
12 16.4 
18 24.7 
73 100.0  
Middle Level 
Management
Operational 
Level 
Management
2.70%
21.90%
75.30%
Rating 
 
 Kenya 
 
24.7 
58.9 
75.3 
100.0 
  
Figure 4.4 analysis on the 
Table 4.5 indicateanalysis on age brackets
respondents, majority of the respondents were in the age bracket of 26
24.7% of the respondents indicated they were between the age of 18 years and 25 
years, while 16.4% of the respondents indicated they were w
34 year and 41 years, lastly 24.7% of the respondents indicated were within the age 
bracket of 42 years and 49 years.
 
4.1.6 Worked in the Organization
The researcher sought to investigate the 
Kevian Kenya Ltd and try to find out if at the company has a high employee retention 
rate the findings were as follows 
Table 4.6 Analysis on the years 
 
 
Less than 2 years
2-5 years 
6-10 years 
34-41 years
16%
34 
Age Bracket 
 of the respondents. Based on those 
ithin the age bracket of 
 
 
Worked in the Organization of employee
 
Worked in the Organization 
Frequency Percent Cumulative Percent
 6 8.2 
19 26.0 
33 45.2 
18-25 years
25%
26-33 years
34%
42-49 years
25%
Age Bracket
 
-33 years, 
 at 
 
8.2 
34.2 
79.5 
11years & above
Total 
 
Figure 4.5 Analysis on the years 
From the table 4.6 shows that majority of the respondents 45% of the respondents 
have a work experience of 6 to 10 years, 8.2% of the respondents had work 
experience of less than two years, 26% of the respondents had a work experience of 2
5 years while the remaining 20.5% had a work experience of 11year and above.  This 
showed that majority of the respondents had a work experience of 6 to ten years. 
 
4.1.7 Operational Cost 
The study sought to investigate the 
diversification at Kevian 
Table 4.7 analysis on Operational Cost 
Statement 
cost  is an important element  in 
the decision making process on 
the selection of  Product 
Diversification in the Soft Drink
years Worked in the Organization 
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 15 20.5 
73 100.0  
Worked in the Organization  
impact of operational cost on product 
Kenya Ltd 
 
Mean Std. Deviation 
 
3.0411 1.43796 
Less than 2 years
8%
2-5 years
26%
6-10 years
45%
11years & above
21%
100.0 
 
-
 
Rank  
3 
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Financial accounting has a basic 
objective of fulfilling the 
statutory requirements of a 
company in terms of the profit 
and losses incurred 
3.6986 .92323 1 
There is an undisrupted strong 
need to harmonize planning, 
monitoring and implementation 
of various funding channels on 
Diversification in the Soft Drink 
3.4384 1.54548 2 
Valid N =73    
 
The respondents had been asked to indicate their level of agreement with statements 
pertaining to Operational Cost on product diversification in the soft drink industry in 
Kenya. The findings are presented in table 4.5. According the findings the 
respondents ranked monetary accounting has a basic objective of pleasurable the 
statutory requirements of a business enterprise in phrases of the income and losses 
incurred as first with a mean of three.6986, there may be an undisrupted robust want 
to harmonize making plans, monitoring and implementation of numerous investment 
channels on diversification within the gentle drink was ranked 2nd with a median of 
three.4384 whilst value  is an important element  within the decision making 
technique on the selection of  product diversification in the smooth drink was ranked 
1/3 with a mean three.0411. this have a look at findings consents with in step with 
chary (2004), regardless of the criterion fee  is an crucial element  inside the decision 
making procedure however litigation want to be made between the fee for accounting 
reason and the price for control choice making. monetary accounting has a 
fundamental objective of gratifying the statutory necessities of a organisation in terms 
of the income and losses incurred by way of the employer being made public which is 
quite extraordinary from costing  for inner decision making even though fee 
accounting fills tons of the letter required it's far nonetheless now not totally choice 
oriented  each choice is  made in the context of the condition that are particular to that 
selection while the context of the decision  range the form of the value to be 
considered will even range. 
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4.1.8 Customer Preference 
The study sought to investigate the impact of Customer Preference on product 
diversification at Kevian Kenya Ltd 
Table 4.8 analysis Customer Preference 
Statement Mean Std. Deviation Rank  
The soft drinks market in 
Kenya will see a continued 
change to healthier products 
over the forecast period 
 
3.0274 1.26900 4 
An increasing interest in health-
oriented products with desirable 
properties, such as sugar-free 
 
3.8082 5.96671 1 
Consumer behaviour 
determines how our consumers 
decide to buy our product and 
what are the various factors 
responsible for this decision 
 
3.2329 1.25300 3 
Product diversification is the 
process of capturing and 
transforming customer needs 
into a tangible product 
diversification 
3.4932 1.23742 2 
Valid N =73    
 
The respondents had been asked to indicate their level of agreement with statements 
pertaining to Customer Preferenceon product diversification in the soft drink industry 
in Kenya. The findings are presented in table 4.8. In keeping with the findings the 
respondents ranked an increasing interest in health-orientated merchandise with 
appropriate homes, consisting of sugar-free as first with a mean of 3.8082, 2nd in 
ranking changed into product diversification is the method of shooting and 
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transforming client needs right into a tangible product diversification with a mean of 
3.4932, 0.33 in rating turned into purchaser behaviour determines how our purchasers 
decide to shop for our product and what are the different factors answerable for this 
selection with a median of three.2329 even as fourth and lastly within the ranking 
become the soft beverages market in Kenya will see a persisted alternate to more 
healthy merchandise over the forecast length with a median of three.0274. This 
studies locating concurs with philip, (2008) whom said the gentle drinks marketplace 
in kenya will see a persisted trade to healthier products over the forecast period. An 
growing hobby in health-oriented products with ideal homes, such as sugar-loose, low 
calorie, right taste, unique product versions and excessive nice, will assist cost and 
quantity sales increase over the forecast period. Concentrates and carbonates will 
preserve to face a more hard situation as producers search for room to innovate and 
add value to their products. 
4.1.9 Manufacturing strategy 
The study sought to investigate the impact of manufacturing strategy on product 
diversification at Kevian Kenya Ltd. 
Table 4.8 analysis on Manufacturing strategy 
Statement  Mean Std. Deviation Rank  
The producers of these products 
need to manage the product 
variety by introducing 
multi/mixed-model assembly 
line system 
3.7534 1.36199 1 
manufacturing companies must 
have strategy and competitive 
priority in order for them to 
compete in a dynamic market 
3.4384 1.26915 3 
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competitive strength of a 
company is based on the 
structural and infrastructural 
readiness for diversification of 
product 
3.4795 1.33447 2 
Valid N =73    
 
The respondents had been asked to indicate their level of agreement with statements 
pertaining to manufacturing strategy on product diversification in the soft drink 
industry in Kenya. The findings are provided in table 4.5. consistent with the findings 
the respondents ranked the manufacturers of these merchandise want to control the 
product variety by way of introducing multi/mixed-version meeting line machine as 
first with a median of 3.7534, second in rating turned into competitive strength of a 
organisation is based at the structural and infrastructural readiness for diversification 
of product with a median of 3.4795. manufacturing companies must have method and 
competitive priority in order for them to compete in a dynamic market turned into 
ranked 1/3 with a median of 3.4384 this studies findings has the same opinion with 
(boysen et al., 2009) that stated the producers of those merchandise want to control 
the product range by means of introducing multi/blended-version meeting line system 
that produces comparable gadgets or options of the identical product requiring 
analogous tasks. multi-model assembly lines produce a fixed of products earlier than 
persevering with with another set of merchandise on the same meeting line. 
consequently, the meeting process for these varieties of products needs to be 
performed in batches to avoid high set-up times and high fees. 
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4.1.10 Target Market 
The study sought to investigate the impact of target market on product diversification 
at Kevian Kenya Ltd. 
 
Table 4.9 analysis on Target Market 
Statement Mean Std. Deviation Rank  
Target market segmentation is 
related to the focus on specific 
target-markets and especially on 
beverage industry 
 
3.9315 1.18238 1 
Target Marketing involves 
breaking a market into segments 
and then concentrating your 
marketing efforts on one or a 
few key segments 
 
3.5342 1.08118 2 
target marketing allows you to 
focus your marketing dollars 
and brand message on a specific 
market that is more likely to 
buy from you than other 
markets 
3.5068 1.17996 3 
Valid N =73    
 
The respondents had been asked to indicate their level of agreement with statements 
pertaining to target market on product diversification in the soft drink industry in 
Kenya. The findings are presented in table 4.9. in line with the findings the 
respondents ranked target marketplace segmentation is related to the point of interest 
on unique goal-markets and specially on beverage enterprise as first with a mean of 
three.9315, observed by goal marketing entails breaking a marketplace into segments 
after which concentrating your advertising and marketing efforts on one or a few key 
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segments with an average of three.5342, third within the rating become target 
advertising lets in you to consciousness your advertising and marketing dollars and 
brand message on a selected market that is much more likely to buy from you than 
other markets with an average of three.5068. the look at locating concurs with (chen, 
2003; kastenholtz et al, 1999) that said. goal marketplace segmentation is associated 
with the focus on particular target-markets and specifically on beverage enterprise 
numerous studies used segmentation analysis for you to have a look at the maximum 
worthwhile segments in present target organizations that satisfactory maximize price 
to the destination 
4.1.11 Correlations 
 The study sought to investigate the interrelationship of both the independent variable 
and the dependent variable 
Table 4.10 Correlations 
 
Operational 
Cost 
Customer 
Preference 
Manufactu
ring 
strategy 
Target 
Market 
Operatio
nal Cost 
Pearson Correlation 1 .007 .204 .051 
Sig. (2-tailed)  .953 .084 .670 
N 73 73 73 73 
Custome
r 
Preferenc
e 
Pearson Correlation .007 1 .189 -.017 
Sig. (2-tailed) .953  .110 .885 
N 73 73 73 73 
 
Manufact
uring 
strategy 
Pearson Correlation .204 .189 1 .032 
Sig. (2-tailed) .084 .110  .785 
N 73 73 73 73 
Target 
Market 
Pearson Correlation .051 -.017 .032 1 
Sig. (2-tailed) .670 .885 .785  
N 73 73 73 73 
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
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The study used Pearson correlation to determine whether there is relationship between 
the variables. Person correlation coefficient determines the linear relationship between 
variables which is between +1 to -1. The correlation is considered significant when 
the probability is below 0.05. From the table 4.21 there is strong relationship between 
operational cost, customer preference,manufacturing strategytarget market and 
product diversification 
Table 4.11: Analysis of Variance 
Model R R Square Adjusted R Square Std. Error of the Estimate 
1 .799a 0.638 0.629 0.00437 
In descriptive study, the analysis of variance being ANOVA shows the significance of 
data. The data processed from ANOVA being the population parameters had a level 
of 0.0001 which is significant and shows the data was ideal to make appropriate 
conclusion about the population parameters considering that the value  of significance 
(p-value was less than 5%. The calculated F was greater than F critical being 
(190.943<2.410) this was depicted operational cost, customer preference, 
manufacturing strategy and target market significantly influence product 
diversification in the soft drink industry in Kenya 
 
4.2 Limitations of Study 
4.2.1 Bureaucracy   
Organizations have various procedures that are outlined publicly to govern movement 
of people to the organization and from the organization. However some procedures 
are usually too tedious to the dislike of visitors/researchers. This was characterized by 
long procedures and regulations that were expected to be followed. Despite such 
challenges, the researcher was adequately prepared to abide by all the regulations so 
that a successful research study could be carried out. 
 
4.2.2 Inaccessibility to the Company 
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The researcher had initially been denied access based on the restrictive policies 
against external researchers and especially private research studies. This was due to 
the recorded history of exploring and exposing inefficiencies in various organizations. 
However, the researcher overcame this challenge by using an introduction letter from 
Management University of Africa which showed the purpose of this study so that 
gaining accessibility could be achieved. 
 
4.2.3 Lack of Cooperation 
The researcher still experienced challenges on lack of cooperation. Some of the staff 
within this organization had reluctantly declined to participate in this research in 
pretence of not very genuine reasons. As a result, quite a number of respondents 
would have failed to provide the data. However, to counter this challenge, the 
researcher had to assure the respondents that this study was only covering the 
academic goals.   
 
4.3 Chapter Summary 
This chapter was about data analysis.  The chapter first introduces information about 
information from the respondents in terms, gender of Respondents, Years of work 
experience of respondents and Education Level of Respondents. The chapter was 
further categorized in to quantitative analysis that revolved around discussing the 
objectives of the study; The chapter also addressed the limitations of the study. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
SUMMARY, RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 
5.0 Introduction 
This chapter presented a summary on findings, conclusion and recommendations. 
This was based on factors affecting product diversification in the soft drink industry 
in Kenya a case study on Kevian Kenya Company.  
 
5.1 Summary of Findings 
5.1.1 How does operational cost affect product diversification in the soft drink 
industry in Kenya? 
According to the findings the respondents ranked monetary accounting has a simple 
objective of pleasant the statutory requirements of a organisation in terms of the 
earnings and losses incurred as first with a median of 3.6986, there is an undisrupted 
strong want to harmonize planning, tracking and implementation of numerous funding 
channels on diversification in the tender drink changed into ranked second with an 
average of 3.4384 while fee  is an critical detail  within the decision making manner 
on the choice of  product diversification inside the tender drink became ranked 1/3 
with an average three.0411. this have a look at findings sees eye to eye with in step 
with chary (2004), whatever the criterion price  is an critical detail  inside the decision 
making manner but litigation need to be made between the fee for accounting purpose 
and the cost for control selection making. financial accounting has a simple goal of 
pleasant the statutory requirements of a enterprise in terms of the income and losses 
incurred through the business enterprise being made public that's quite specific from 
costing  for internal selection making despite the fact that cost accounting fills a 
whole lot of the letter required it is nonetheless not absolutely decision oriented  every 
choice is  made within the context of the condition which might be precise to that 
choice whilst the context of the decision  range the type of the fee to be considered 
can even range. 
5.1.2 In what way does customer preference influence product diversification in 
the soft drink industry in Kenya? 
According to the findings the respondents ranked an growing interest in health-
orientated merchandise with desirable properties, including sugar-loose as first with 
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an average of three.8082, second in rating become product diversification is the 
system of taking pictures and transforming consumer desires into a tangible product 
diversification with a median of 3.4932, 0.33 in rating become purchaser behaviour 
determines how our consumers determine to buy our product and what are the various 
factors responsible for this selection with an average of three.2329 whilst fourth and 
ultimately in the rating turned into the gentle liquids marketplace in kenya will see a 
continued trade to more healthy products over the forecast duration with an average of 
3.0274. This research locating concurs with philip, (2008) whom said the tender 
beverages market in kenya will see a persisted change to healthier products over the 
forecast period. An growing hobby in fitness-oriented merchandise with suitable 
houses, inclusive of sugar-unfastened, low calorie, accurate flavor, specific product 
versions and high excellent, will help fee and extent sales increase over the forecast 
length. Concentrates and carbonates will hold to stand a more tough state of affairs as 
producers search for room to innovate and add value to their merchandise.. 
 
5.1.3 To what extent does manufacturing strategy affect product diversification 
in the soft drink industry in Kenya? 
According to the findings the respondents ranked the manufacturers of those 
merchandise need to control the product variety by way of introducing multi/blended-
model meeting line device as first with a median of three.7534, 2d in ranking become 
aggressive energy of a enterprise is based on the structural and infrastructural 
readiness for diversification of product with a mean of 3.4795. Manufacturing 
businesses must have method and competitive precedence so as for them to compete 
in a dynamic marketplace changed into ranked 0.33 with an average of three.4384 this 
studies findings sees eye to eye with (boysen et al., 2009) that stated the producers of 
those products want to manipulate the product range by way of introducing 
multi/combined-model assembly line device that produces similar items or 
alternatives of the identical product requiring analogous duties. Multi-version meeting 
lines produce a fixed of merchandise before continuing with any other set of products 
on the same assembly line. Consequently, the assembly method for these types of 
products desires to be finished in batches to avoid high set-up instances and excessive 
costs. 
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5.1.4 How does target market influence product diversification in the soft drink 
industry in Kenya? 
According to the findings the respondents ranked goal market segmentation is 
associated with the focus on particular goal-markets and especially on beverage 
industry as first with a median of three.9315, accompanied with the aid of target 
advertising and marketing entails breaking a marketplace into segments after which 
concentrating your marketing efforts on one or a few key segments with a median of 
3.5342, 1/3 within the ranking become goal advertising and marketing lets in you to 
focus your advertising and marketing bucks and brand message on a specific market 
this is more likely to buy from you than different markets with a mean of three.5068. 
the study finding concurs with (chen, 2003; kastenholtz et al, 1999) that said. goal 
market segmentation is related to the focal point on specific target-markets and 
specifically on beverage industry several research used segmentation analysis as a 
way to have a look at the maximum profitable segments in current target agencies 
that pleasant maximize value to the destination. 
5.2 Conclusion 
The respondents were asked to give their opinion on whether operational cost 
influences the product diversification in the soft drink industry in Kenya. Majority of 
the respondents were in agreement operational cost influences product diversification 
in the soft drink industry in Kenya. It was concluded that operational cost influence 
the product diversification in the soft drink industry in Kenya. 
 
The respondents were asked to give their opinion on whether customer preference has 
an influence on product diversification in the soft drink industry in Kenya. From the 
findings majority of respondents that customer preference has an influence on product 
diversification in the soft drink industry in Kenya. This implies that Customer 
preference has an influence on product diversification in the soft drink industry in 
Kenya. 
 
The respondents were asked to give their opinion on whether manufacturing strategy 
has product diversification in the soft drink industry in Kenya.  The analysis shows 
most of respondents were in agreement that manufacturing strategy has a great effect 
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on the product diversification in the soft drink industry in Kenya. This implies that 
manufacturing strategy has product diversification in the soft drink industry in Kenya. 
The respondents were asked to give their opinion on whether target market has an 
influence on product diversification in the soft drink industry in Kenya. From the 
findings majority of the respondents agreed that target market has an influence on 
product diversification in the soft drink industry in Kenya while a few of the 
respondents disagreed. It was concluded that target market has an influence on 
product diversification in the soft drink industry in Kenya. 
5.3 Recommendations 
5.4.1 Operational Cost 
Major product specification projects there are many product specification projects in 
these order for instance during the construction of the channel tunnel the Kenyan 
government charges the regulation and the terms of the operation license in response 
to new concern over product risk. Therefore the research recommends that 
management should not only do a production cost analysis but also include the risk 
and should try its best to cut down its operational cost in the product specification. 
5.4.2 Manufacturing Strategy 
Product specification is that the method of capturing and remodeling client wants into 
a tangible product specification that specification will follow. the final word goal of 
specification is to satisfy client wants. to attain this goal, it's vital to know customer’s 
complete wants and perceived values. Customer’s perceived price depends on not 
solely product’s loved utilitarian functions, however additionally the whole expertise 
with the product. Thus the management of Kevian Republic of Kenya Company ought 
to return up with a producing strategy that's versatile which is changes simply to 
evolve to new specifications of the product it manufactures. 
 5.4.3 Customer Preference  
Articulated desires are often well uttered and drawn in an objective and well detailed 
kind. The characterization, quantification and illustration of articulated desires are 
well addressed  by the standard client desires identifications, like conjoined analysis, 
voice of shoppers etc. However, unarticulated desires area unit those latent and 
hedonistic connected high-level desires that customers aren't ready to clearly specific 
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to the specification. supported the client preferences the corporate ought to be ready to 
come back up this product specifications of their product supported the taste of its 
client and there's want for the corporate to conduct a research to grasp what its client 
need and desire. 
5.4.4 Target Market  
Target market segmentation takes place on native, regional, national and 
international level. The fundamental target markets concern foreign enterprises, 
beverage, future residents talking regarding Republic of Kenya, known as target 
markets, culture, beverage, the technology centers, the international firms. What is 
more, support that the foremost important target markets area unit guests, residents 
and dealing population, enterprises and industries and therefore the foreign markets, 
so the supported the analysis findings the analysis recommends that the company’s 
target market ought to be divided supported their shopping for power and style and 
merchandise factory-made supported the specifications on every phase to boost client 
satisfaction. 
5.5 Suggestion for Further Studies 
This research was only limited to one case study being Kevian Kenya company for 
this reason the results were not entirely conclusive. It is recommended that the study 
should be carried out with the help of other Kevian Kenya company branches as this 
will enable generation of conclusive findings. Furthermore, the study concentrated on 
only four major factors and therefore further studies could be conducted in context 
with additional variables such as information technology, communication and 
employee training as these will help in gathering more data geared in obtaining 
conclusive results. 
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Appendix I: Questionnaire 
 
Serial No…………… 
The questionnaire is strictly for academic purpose and is an important course 
requirement for the award of bachelor degree in management and leadership of the 
management. It is strictly CONFIDENTIAL 
The study topic: “Factors affecting Product Diversification in the Soft Drink 
Industry in Kenya: A Case Study of Kevian Kenya Limited.” 
Instructions:  
 Please respond to all the items in the questionnaire  
 Put a tick (√) in the brackets for the option most applicable for you.  
 DO NOT write your name in the questionnaire.  
SECTION A:    GENERAL INFORMATION 
1. Gender  
            Male     (   )      
            Female (   ) 
2. Highest Educational Level 
Secondary School (   ) 
Tertiary College      (   ) 
  University Level      (   ) 
 Others (Specify)………… 
3. Job Level 
Top Level Management                  (   ) 
 Middle Level Management               (   ) 
 Operational Level Management          (   ) 
4. Age Bracket 
            18-25 years             (  ) 
            26-33 years              (  ) 
            34-41 years              (  ) 
ii 
 
            42-49 years              (  ) 
            50 years & above     (  ) 
5. How long have you worked in the organization? 
            Less than 2 years     (  ) 
            2-5 years                  (  ) 
            6-10 years                (  ) 
11 years & above     (  ) 
 
SECTION B: Operational Cost 
5. Kindly indicate the extent to which you agree with the following statements on the 
impact of operational cost on product diversification in the soft drink industry in 
Kenya? Key: 1 = strongly disagree; 2 = disagree; 3 Neutral; 4 = Agree; 5 = Strongly 
Agree. 
No Statement 1 2 3 4 5 
OC1 cost  is an important element  in the decision 
making process on the selection of  Product 
Diversification in the Soft Drink 
     
OC2 Financial accounting has a basic objective of 
fulfilling the statutory requirements of a 
company in terms of the profit and losses 
incurred 
     
OC3 There is an undisrupted strong need to harmonize 
planning, monitoring and implementation of 
various funding channels on Diversification in 
the Soft Drink 
     
 
iii 
 
SECTION C:Customer Preference 
6. Comment on the following statements about the how customer preferenceaffect 
product diversification in the soft drink industry in Kenya. Use a scale of 1-5 where:  
1- Strongly disagree; 2- Disagree; 3- Neither agree or disagree; 4- Agree and 5- 
Strongly agree  
No Statement 1 2 3 4 5 
MS1 The soft drinks market in Kenya will see a continued 
change to healthier products over the forecast period 
     
MS2 An increasing interest in health-oriented products 
with desirable properties, such as sugar-free 
     
MS3 Consumer behaviour determines how our consumers 
decide to buy our product and what are the various 
factors responsible for this decision 
     
MS4 Product diversification is the process of capturing and 
transforming customer needs into a tangible product 
diversification 
     
 
SECTION D: Manufacturing strategy 
7.  Comment on the following statements about the effects of the manufacturing strategy on 
the product diversification in the soft drink industry in Kenya. Use a scale of 1-5 where: 1- 
Strongly disagree; 2- Disagree; 3- Neither agree or disagree; 4- Agree and 5- Strongly agree  
No Statement 1 2 3 4 5 
MS1 The producers of these products need to manage the 
product variety by introducing multi/mixed-model 
assembly line system 
     
iv 
 
MS2 manufacturing companies must have strategy and 
competitive priority in order for them to compete in a 
dynamic market 
     
MS3 competitive strength of a company is based on the 
structural and infrastructural readiness for diversification of 
product  
     
 
SECTION E: Target Market 
8. Comment on the following statements about the effects of target market on product 
diversification in the soft drink industry in Kenya. Use a scale of 1-5 where: 1- Strongly 
disagree; 2- Disagree; 3- Neither agree or disagree; 4- Agree and 5- Strongly agree  
No Statement 1 2 3 4 5 
TM1 Target market segmentation is related to the focus 
on specific target-markets and especially on 
beverage industry 
     
TM2 Target Marketing involves breaking a market into 
segments and then concentrating your marketing 
efforts on one or a few key segments 
     
TM3 target marketing allows you to focus your 
marketing dollars and brand message on a specific 
market that is more likely to buy from you than 
other markets 
     
 
 
 
 
